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ABSTRACT
The last couple of years has been especially tumultuous on the international
bond markets. After having experienced a very profitable year 1993, bond
managers have seen an impressive crash during the year 1994. The objective of our
paper is to show that none of these two years is significant of what one can expect
of international bond investments. The bond markets are neither a perpetual free
lunch nor the less profitable markets all over the years to come.
This paper focuses on international bond investments hedged against the
currency risk. It presents some simple descriptive statistics and then explain how
quantitative Error Correction Models can produce forecasts of returns that can be
used in a classical mean-variance framework. The last part presents the results of
portfolio simulations for three different investors. These simulations shows that
international hedged bond portfolios provide undoubtedly very profitable
opportunities of investments for investors whatever their base currency.
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RESUME

1993 et 1994 resteront deux crus memorables sur les march& obligataircs
internationaux. Mais le contraste entre ces deux annees est trbs fort. 1993 a vu lcs
marches monter jusqu’au ciel, ou presque. L’annke qui a suivi les a vus desccndrc
aux enfers. Notre papier a pour objectif de montrer que cette situation
exceptionnelle ne reflete en rien uric realit@ de long tcrme tcllc que l’on pcut
l’anticiper sur ces marches. L’exds de rCmunCration qu’ils offrcnt par rapport aux
marches mondtaires n’a rien d’un miracle financier, il n’cst quc la juste
compensation du risque pris.
Ce papier est centre sur la capture des primes obligataires internationales, que
l’on peut effectuer a partir d’investissement en obligations systcmatiquement
couvert. Nous rappelons d’abord la pertinence d’un tel concept a l’aidc de donnecs
de marches dans une perspective historique. Le papicr introduit ensuite une
modelisation a correction d’erreur dcs taux d’interet, comme outil de prevision
servant d’input a une optimisation classique dans un cadre moyenne variance. La
derniere partie fournit les resultats de trois simulations pour des investisseurs dans
differentes monnaies. Les resultats semblent tres probants : les portefeuilles
obligataires internationaux couverts cot-me le risque de change que nous avons
construits constituent une alternative tres performante a des investissements
domestiques, et ceci, independamment de la devise de base.
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Introduction

1993 has beenan exceptionalyear for the international bond markets.
Due to the recessionin most of the countries, the long rate have fallen
dramatically throughoutthe year to make long bond investmentsespecially
profitable. Meanwhile, the increase in many public deficils has given
opportunilies of safe investmentswith high yields for investors willing to
managetheir portfolio internationally. This new step towards international
portfolio has increasedthe needsfor assetallocation tools. These tools are
important for two crucial issuesof internationalbond investment.First, they
help to conlrol the risk of the portfolio so that the investor can obtain the
bcncfit of internationalbond portfolio without increasingtoo much the total
risk of the portfolio. The type of funds managedis crucial as well. The
currency-hcdgcdportfolios make the managerfocus on the forecast of rates
premia without being involved in the predictionof the exchangerate. On the
otherhandthe portfolio which can eitherbe hedgedor not makescompulsory
to haveideasof the way currencieswill fluctuate.
In this paper we have focused on portfolios fully hedged against
currencyrisk, not becausewe think that stableprofits can not be made from
tactical or strategiccurrencyexposure,but becausewe do believethat thereis
already a strongincentive for domesticbond investorsto buy foreign bonds
hedging the currency risk. The complete hedging decision is driven by a
risk/return argumentsince with such an assetallocationinvestorsare able to
pick up the foreign bond premia while reducing the global risk of the
portfolio. This “free lunch” has alreadybeenpartially noticed and analysed
in [l], 121and [3].
This paper presents the models that CCF-SAM and the research
departmentof CCF have built to support the allocation decision.The models
are error correction models which have been designedto get an answer as
efficient as possibleto the foIlowing questions:how will the premium of long
rate versusshort rate will move in the weeksor the monthsto come? How to
allocateportfolio so that the premium can be capturedwith a suitable level of
risk? Based on the principle that nobody would follow a model with no
connectionswith the macro economicsituation,thesemodelsaim to determine
a long term equilibrium for each long term rate. These “macro-economics”
equilibriums are estimatedusing the cointegrationtheory. The fact that all the
markets are correlatedis also taken into account in the estimation process.
The next step of the process is very important as well since it would be
uselessto get a long term equilibrium if we haveno idea of the way long term
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interest rams are adjusted toward this long term trends. This second part of
the modclling aims to understand this shorter term dynamics. The goal is to
explain the fluctuation of the rates through the spread between the actual long
term rates and the theoretical ones that has been observed at the former date.
The lirst part of the paper provides some simple descriptive statistics on
the main bond markets, then we present the characteristics of currency-hedged
bond portfolios. The third part deals with the theoretical framework that is
used to build forecast on bond markets and in the last part we prcscnt
numerical results on our models and on portfolio which have been managed
using these models.

I World

bond premia and hedged investments

This first part is mainly descriptive. One reminds the motivations which
could drive an investor towards the long term bonds. Then, some simple
statistics computed on the long term bond premium of the live main bond
markets in the world are presented and finally there is an analysis of the
financial characteristics of such invcstmcnts in terms of risk and return.

I.1 The bond premium

What is the justification of a domestic long term govcmment bonds
investment ? The classical answer is simple and twofold. First, people are
looking for default risk free vehicles which allow to transfer money over time
in real terms. In the second place investors expect to pick up an extra yield
over a short term risk free investment. This extra yield is the fair reward in
return for the risk that they have born. Using interest rate data series from
MSCI and OECD we can compute statistics on the various bond premia in
G5 countries. We shall only consider investors based in a currency of the G5
countries, and shall refer to the FRF investor when speaking of a FRF based
investment in G5 government bonds. For each G5 country we dcline the exante bond premium as the spread between the lo-year interest rate and the 3month rate given by MSCI data (all these rates are default risk free rates).
The table 1 presents some statistics on the premium in the G5 countries
from January 1970 to April 1989. One can observe that on average these
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premia are positive. Fortunately the yield curve is upward slopping on
average:the risk born by the longer term investors is actually rewarded.
However,the historical distribution of this premium is very wide. Thus, over
the periodthe investorwho has beenexposedon the bond market is happy on
averagebut hasalso experiencedvery difficult tunes.When onefocusesmore
preciselyon individual countries,France,UK andGermanyseemto havehad
higherpremia than Japanand US. For the Japanesemarket, the low level of
the wholeinterestrate curve makesthe differenceexpressedin relative terms
much lessimportant.
$EM “:.:f:.’
FRF”’ .GB
~~~~ 0.97% 1.35% 1.48% 0.46%
~~~ 1.82% 1.41% 2.80% 1.59%
~
-4.78% -3.44% -4.31% -4.15%
~
4.39% 3.74% 8.17% 2.77%
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1.85%
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3.04%
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Once observedthat a positive bond premium exists on averagein the
countries of our sample, the investor is interestedin testing the ex-post
relevance of long term bond investments. In order to achieve it, we have
compared the return on a 5year zero-couponbond investment which
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representthe actual riskfree investmentover the 5 year period and the return
on a short term risk freeinvestmentrolled over on a monthly basis during the
same5year period.For sakeof simplicity, we haveassumedthat the 5year
zero-couponrctum is exactly the yield to maturity of a IO-yearstraightbond.
Table 2 provides some statistics for the entire set of 5 years long
investmentsmade during the 1970-1989period.The last investmentstarts in
April 1989 and endsin April 1994.The cx-post tiguresconlinn partially the
ex-anteexpectations.On average,the DEM and the FRF basedinvestor did
actually pick up the positive bondpremium which hc could expectfrom the ex
ante figures. However, the results arc much less promising than one could
hopelooking at table 1. The Japanesecaseis very similar sincethe ex-post
premium is positive and a bit lower than the ex-ante The results which are
genuinelydisappointingare the American and the British ones.The first is
evennegativewhile the secondis merely the tenth of what we should expect
given the cx antepremium.

Table2
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FRENCHEXFOST PREMIUM

One can also computethe ex-postpremium using bond index vehicles
with a constantdurationover time. This simulation correspondsto investors
who keeptheir interestrate exposureconstantover time. Using MSCI/OECD
data we have built synthetic local bonds indices with a constant 5-year
modified duration. As already pointed out in [4], one expectsvery similar
results when using other indices such as JP Morgan or Salomon Brothers
indices.The table 3 shows somestatistics on the annualisedout performance
of a 5-yearbondindex holding versusa shortterm risk freeinvestment which
is rolled over on a monthly basis during the same five years period. The
ligures show that on averagea constantduration bond i investmentis also
able to pick up the ex-antebond premium. Howeverthe rangeof the ex post
premium is onceagainvery wide so that one has to avoid bad market timing
decisions!

Table 3
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Whatever the sclccted strategy, either holding zero-couponbonds or
bond indicts, the previous Iigures are conclusive:investorsarc rewardedfor
the risk born by being on domestic long term bonds.Then a questionarises
naturally : can a domesticinvestortake profit from the foreignbond premia
while keepingmerely the samelevel of risk in theportfolio ?
I.2 The hedged bond returns

For any domesticbond investor,to introducenew assetsin his portfolio
is a Iine choicein a risk/returntrade-off.It is all the morecflicicnt as the new
assetsare uncorrelatedwith the domestic one. When looking at the cx ante
bond premium correlationsbetweenthe various G5 countriesin table 4, we
can notice that the correlationsbetweenthediffcrcnt bondpremiaare low and
then suspectthat investing abroadto pick up foreignbondpremium can bc a
highly profitablemove.
.,.. .:. .,.,. :,

1$7Q/994;:‘:j.;::I.j;:i.:;:::::pEM

‘FRF
0.60
1.00
0.24
0.36
0.03

GBP
0.38
0.24
1.oo
0.06
0.05

JPY
0.29
0.36
0.06
1.oo
0.15

: ‘.;USD
0.31
0.03
0.05
0.15
1.00

Table 4
The way to obtain thesehedgedreturnsis very simple: onehas to invest
in a long term foreign bond and hedgethe currency risk selling a short term
forward exchangecontract.Given the following notations:
Pt : the price of a foreign bond at time t
Yt : the yield to maturity of bond at time t
S: the sensitivity or modified durationof the bondat time t
dt: the maturity of the forward contract
rd: the domesticshort-terminterestratewith a maturity dt
rf : the foreign short-terminterestrate with a maturity dt
The return r betweent and t+dt of the bond purchasehedgedagainst the
currencyrisk is:
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(2)

(3)

(1) is theinterestearnedwith themere passingof time
(2) is the capitalgain/losson the bond
(3) is the currencyhedgingcost
the fourth term is a secondorderterm which we shall neglectin the following.
Using the previous formula, we are now able to build currency-hedged
bondindices with a constantmodilied durationand to computesomestatistics
on this kind of investments.The tables5 and 6 show the returnsand the risks
on unhedgedand fully currency hedgedbond index investmentsfor the GS
countries. As far as returns are concerned,the figures are not conclusive
bctwecn hcdgcdand unhedgedreturns. This is not surprising since on this
type of period, thecurrencyeffectis either positive or negativeandshouldnot
be that stable for the following years. As mentionedpreviously, an active
managementof the currencyexposurecan undoubtedlybe very efficient but
unhedgedpassivestrategyshouldnot leadto high profit on a regularbasis.
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Table 5
The risk tablesis much more appealing.The level of volatilities are very
different whetherinvestorshedgethe currency risk or not and that whatever
the nationality of the investor.Furthermore,the foreign marketsexhibit risks
which are completely identical to those of the domestic markets so that
diversificationshouldundoubtedlyleadsto lower risk for similar returns.
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Table 6
II. Tactical assetallocation of an international hedgedbond portfolio
As we have seenin the previoussection,investingin foreign bondscan
be very internstingon the risk/return trade-off point of view. However, the
investormust now tackle a new issue: How to allocateoptimally the portfolio
acrossthe new universe?More precisely,given a benchmarkreflecting the
long term objective of the investor, how to modify the portfolio around the
benchmark in order to take into account the current situation and the
environmentof the marketsfor the few weeksandmonthsto come?
II.1 Few figures on portfolios of hedgedbonds
The part I of the paper has proved that on an individual basis the G5
markets exhibit interestingfeatures.The following questionis thus to know
what happenson a portfolio point of view. Thereis no optimisationquestion
in this paragraphand we just presentfew resultson two portfolios. The first
onerepresentsthe dreamof everyfund manager.It is the portfolio which has
beenall over the period investedon a monthly basis on the best performing
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market. Obviously, such a goal is almost impossible to reach, however its
performancesshows
that a skilful tactical allocator has many profit to make on such markets.The
secondportfolio is undoubtedlycloser to reality. It is the portfolio which
weights all the five markets of our sample at 20%. The more striking
characteristicsof this portfolio is that for returns,most of the time, similar to
thoseof domesticsinvestmentthe diversilication effect leadsto a much lower
risk.
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7.93%
10.91%
11.76%
5.66%
7.06%

3.74%
3.65%
3.57%
3.66%
3.53%

Table 7

II.2
framework

The

classical

mean-variance

optimisation

as

theoretical

Furthermore,we can try to improve the allocation so that the portfolio
can havefinancial featuresevenbetterthanthe equally weightedportfolio. On
a theoreticalpoint of view, the objective of the allocation is to maximise the
utility function of the investor conditionallyto the information available at the
time of the decisionwithin a medium term horizon. We will not discussin this
part the form of the utility function which better suits the investor behaviour.
We have chosento solve the tactical allocation problem within the classical
mean-variance framework. The optimisation that we perform is the
maximisation of the return of the portfolio given a selectedlevel of its
variance.
To compute the calculation mentioned above, the inputs which are
necessaryarethe expectedcovariancematrix of the assetreturnsand a vector
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of expectedreturns. Knowing that the covariancematrix is more stable than
the return vector we have concentratedourselveson the returns prediction.
There is no doubt that improvementsof the risk estimationcan be madebut
the forecastingof the returnsis certainly the issue with the largestimpact on
the successof the allocation.

III Forecasting returns with “ Error Correction Models”
To be cfticicnt on a practical point of view a forecastingmodel must
have diffcrcnt characteristics.Among them, the results producedmust be
understandable,we must avoid by all meansto build a black box on which we
will not rely andthat no investor would buy. To bc more precisethe forecasts
must be clearly founded on macro-economicsfeatures.This objective has
driven us to selectthe Error CorrectionModels classsinceassociatedwith the
cointegrationtheory,it will exhibit a long term economicequilibrium and the
short term adjustmentaround this equilibrium. These characteristicsfullill
exactly our purposeof readabilityof our model.
111.1Cointegration theory and Error correction models
The so called “Error Correction Models” were first introduced by
Davidson, Hendry, Srba and Yeo in [S] and were dcvelopcdby Engle and
Grangcr in [6]. This kind of models is directly linked with cointegration
theory and the problem of asymptotically non stationary time series.This
theory comes genuinely from macroeconomicsand can be seen as the
theoreticaldevelopmentof long-termmacroeconomicsequilibriums.
The main goal of this theory is to take into accountthe fact that some
seriescan havecommon deterministicor stochastictrends.
Let us start with somedefinitions:
- A time seriesadmits a unit root if 1 is a root of its AutoRegressive
polynomial. Suchan AutoRegressivepolynomial canbe written:
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Q(L) = (l- qd ?iqL)
- The integrationdegreed of a time seriesis the minimum number of
time we haveto differentiatethis seriesso that it hasno more unit root.
- A setof time seriesare said to be cointcgratcdif and only if thereexist
a linear combinationof thoseserieswhich integrationdegreeis lower than the
lowest in the initial set of time series.In other words, if X:), . . . , Xy are all
admitting unit roots and if dk is the lowest integration degreethen, those
scrics are cointegratedif and only if there exists n real numberspt ,. . . ,Pn
such that the integration degree of the new time series
X: + P,$ +. *. +P,X: is strictly lower than dk. This linear relationship
can thenbc interpretedas a long term equilibrium.
Having this long-termequilibrium, theproblemis thento determinehow
the short-termmovementcan be modeled: the principle being that the shortterm movements are some local disequilibrium around the log-term
relationship.In other words, at each time the total phenomenonis a meanreversionmovement with the previous long-term equilibrium as the mean.
Then, if WCconsiderthe disequilibrium as the error of the first part of the
model, the secondpart tries to “correct” this error which explainsthe nameof
the modelclass.
III.2 An Error Correction Model for international interest rates.
The model which has been developedfor the interest rates is a iivc
country model. For eachof thesecountries,it involves the long-term intcrcst
rate,the short-terminterestrate and the annualrateof inflation. The first part
of the model which represents a long-term equilibrium involves
simultaneouslythesedifferenttime series.Theseequations,if aggregated,can
be interpretedas a long-term translation model betweenreal long-term and
real short-terminterest rates. The secondpart of the model involves the
previousseriesdifferentiatedand the residualsof the long-termequilibrium. If
we only consider the differentiated short-term interest rates and the
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differentiatedratesof inflation then this secondpart of the model is only the
first model takenin its differentiatedform andonetime lagged.
More preciselythe long-termpartof the model canbe written as follows:

I

I-T,’ =a +p,ST,‘+-.+p,ST,p

i=l 9’..9 P
s.t.:p,+.-+p,

+6,+...+6,,

+6,IR~+-+6,IR,P
=l

where:p denotesthe numberof countricsconsidcrcdin themodel
LTt’ thelong-tenn interestratefor countryi at time t
ST,’ the short-terminterestratefor countryi at time t
TR: the annualrate of inflation for countryi a time t
A is the differenceoperator.

Then,if onedenotesRe S: the differentresidualsof theformer
equations,the short-termpart of the model is then:
ALT,’ = a ; Re stpl +. 1.+cx‘pRe sLI
+p;aST,‘,+...+prAST~P,
+S;AZR;-, +...+6 ;AIRI)_I
+?/;ALT:_, +...+y ;Af-Tlfil

Now if one looks in more details, the presenceof lagged long-term
interestratesin the right part of the equationshouldleadto positive valuesfor
y , if therearetrendsin the movementof long-terminterestrates.On the other
hand, one expectsnegativevalues for a since the short term adjustments
shouldmodel a reversiontowardsthe long-termequilibrium. Thus, the global
model take into accountdifferent kinds of movementsfrom one month to
another combining economicsand pure interest rates dynamics. Using this
model, we are able to forecastthe variations of the long-term interest rates
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and then, using the formula defining the currencieshedgedbond returns, to
predict the futurereturnsof eachbondmarkets.
As a degreeof freedom one can restrict some of the parametersof those
models for any economic or financial reason. Concerning the statistical
inference,a generalizedleast squaresestimationmethodis performedso that
the simultaneity of theseequationsis taken into account. A more financial
interpretationis simply that the internationalbond markets are all connected
and that a model which would treat all of them individually would miss this
global dimension.
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hedged bond portfolios

Once the model presented in the part above has been built, it is possible
to derive portfolios optimally under the mean variance criterion for different
level of risks. We have decided to compute simulations of the portfolios which
can be implcmcntcd following the tactical asset allocation model since it
reprcscnts exactly the final use of such a process. The mode1 has been used to
simulate three international bond managcmcnt respectively referring to a
French, a Japanese and an American investor. The three of them invest in the
live bond markets of the G5: France, Germany , Japan, UK and USA. These
simulations last from January 1987 to May 1994. The portfolios are monthly
rebalanced using the forecasts made with the error correction model on the
long-term interest rates. All those simulation are performed out of sample so
that it represents the actual use a fund manager could have made of our
model. The models are re-estimated on a monthly basis in order to use each
month all available information. For example, for January 1987, the sample
covers the period January 1970 to December 1984
The following ex-post efficient frontiers rcprcsent the sets of portfolios
one could have obtain using our strategy for different level of risks ie for
different bchaviours vis a vis the risk. The performance of each individual
bond markets are also plotted so that one can compare the efficiency of an
international allocation and that of fully invested portfolios. Those three expost efficient frontier are, of course, very close due to the very low volatility
of short-term interest rates when compared to the volatility of domestic bond
returns. One can also see that our mode1 is not perfect in the sense that for
every investor the pure German bond offered a lower risk than any of our
portfolios.
These graphs show clearly that any investor, French, Japanese or
American, would have obtain a higher return for a level of risk equal or lower
than a pure domestic investment. This confirms the figures which had been
presented in part I showing similar levels of risk for foreign hedged bonds and
domestic bonds.
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On this first graph we can notice that the French investor following our
strategy would have increase his domestic performance by 270 basis points
or, for the same level of return, could have seen his risk decrease from 4.55%
to 3.66%.
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In the case of the Japaneseinvestor, all the efficient portfolios, even the
riskier ones have been less risky than the domestic investment! For the same
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level of return, the volatility would have been lower by more than a 3%
margin and the riskier international portfolio would have provided an excess
return of 300 bp for a 2% lower volatility.
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The last but not the least case is the American one. A US investor
following our strategy would have gain 167 basis points of return for the
same level of risk and would have seen his risk decrease from 4.76% to
3.82% for the same level of return. This last example shows that even for an
investor based in the largest domestic bond market in the world, diversifying
internationally is highly profitable.
Conclusion
This paper shows that international bond portfolios represent a very
efficient way to enhance performances for investors who are mostly invested
on their domestic bond markets. First , we present some simple statistics on
the financial features of hedged bonds which are very impressive since they
prove that large excessreturn over domestic bonds can be easily picked up by
most of the international investors. Then, we explain the framework of the
study. Finally, we demonstrate that tactical asset allocation tools can lead to
quite remarkable performances.
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These results are satisfactory since the model which has been developed
in this paper is still a simple one. However, one can certainly improve it,
notably on the risk estimation point of view. For example, the bond markets
as most of the financial markets would probably be described more accurately
by taking into account some heteroskedasticity and the performance of the
tactical assetallocation should be improved by using appropriate models. Ihe
return forecasts could be better as well, the enhancement obtained being very
far from the best one presented in part II. Even if reaching this best possible
return is a utopia, our model could be complctcd by using other
macroeconomics variables such as current account or trade balance or by
improving the description of the connections existing among the markets.
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